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The no mediators line, is that we will not interfere in decrees or opinions of Satan,
that is between Satan and individuals, for example. No mediators simply means
that, we do not "mediate". Mediate is something very specific.

Help, assist, inform, share knowledge, fact check, or whatever, is not a "mediation".

The whole things people do most of the time is that they take the road towards
mental damnation and anarchy while claiming this is the "No mediators" thing as in
the Christian "Only god can judge me", which is most of the time used when people
do dumb stuff and want to not be called on it.

The core essence of these things which are used in the same way, however, are
two totally opposed world views.

This use of the statement above in confusion in fact has got nothing to do with
"mediation", because in most cases, there was no mediation whatsoever. You don't
need to get a paper from the Clergy in order to dedicate, we don't cut you a pass to
be able to become a Satanist, you do not have to get our permission to study the
JoS, or other examples of such "Mediation".

Catholic confession is another aspect of "mediation". One has to get the
forgiveness of the priest in order to go to "Heaven", because the "Priest" is a forced
and imposed intermediary. This is why they say that "Confessing your sins to god
alone" does not work in Catholicism, and one needs to do the rite with the actual
human priest. That is mediation.

The line of no "Mediation" only fills people with personal responsibility above all,
which is normal, and natural. This is opposed to the worldview of the enemy which
revolves around you being sheep and the catholic priest being the mediator
between the sheep and "god". The lack of mediation in Satanism grants you
responsibility for how you progress in this path.

If you destroy your life and you harm yourself for example, and the Gods dislike
this, I cannot sign a paper that absolves you of this in the eyes of our Gods, to
name one example. Nobody else can "mediate" for you. That is mediation. And this
does not exist.
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Sharing experiences, asking for opinions, getting an opinion, sharing information,
writing in the forums, disagreements etc, do not fall under "mediation". Criticism is
not "meditation". If one wants absolutely "No Mediation" in this errant context,
meaning in reality, to never be criticized, there is no way of this, unless of course,
keeping every experience fully personal and never sharing it.

Not listening to advice after one shares, not giving a fuck, being an anarchist etc.,
have nothing to do with the situation on "mediation". "No mediation" is not an
excuse for negative behavior towards other people, or in other words, a ticket so
one can fuck everything up and then just pull the "No mediation" card out of the
pocket, deceitfully so, like xians do with the "Only God Can Judge Me" card. In their
case, their "God" does not exist, and they know it very well. Essentially, what these
xians say in this case, is just extrapolate their own deranged ego onto something
that does not even exist and is not going to judge them anyway, no matter what
they do. On the other hand, our Gods do exist, and therefore, being to the case that
there are no "Mediators" in your relationship with them, only the opposite is proven:
that one cannot use this as an excuse to be bad and hope to get away with it.

As one can understand, the situations are totally opposing to themselves. Extreme
things declared such as that one is a god and through them we will be "saved" or
beyond any questioning, coming and trying to troll Satanists, cause schizophrenia
to people, promotion of damnation, misinformation etc., have nothing got to do with
one's freedom to no "Mediation". Actually, what many of these people do is only
mediate, in this case.

Being a mental communist and on the same mental loop as a dumb xian bitch that
says "ONLY GOD CAN JUDGE ME" so one can do all do all the things xianity
condemns and still tell themselves they will go to "Heaven anyway", is the epitome
of xian selfishness and all of this branded in one quote. Xians tell themselves things
like this because they are disobedient, insane, and in general, do not want to be
fact checked, not even by themselves.

They have created this ideology so they can be on the moral pedestal, this is naive,
hypocritical, retarded, and very much focused on excessive selfishness and not
true individuality or inquiry. All of xianity is based on excessive selfishness and
some egos grown past the super cancer level. In fact, all the above means, that
"They" are God and they are the measure of things, and that anyone else in the
whole universe is totally insignificant.

Jews spout the same lines every time they damage other people, saying "God" told
them to loot this, to steal that, to crime this and kill that. This is what they tell the



goyim when it persecutes them, because on the contrary, when it comes to their
Judaism, they are hell bent on keeping the hierarchy in place.

If you can see, it's the same pattern when they promote Communism to the goyim.
Jewsus was the archetypal communist and nothing else. On the contrary, the bible
whispers in the ears of jews to never take these types of people [even if they are
jews] seriously, and to retain their order no matter what, and this is why, linearly
speaking, even in their fake ass story, the retarded rabbi Jeboo is executed. The
literal message of this religious hoax is rather clear.

Jews are very aware of hierarchy, and Communism is just what they export on their
enemies to confuse them, or when they are to take the order of Gentiles down by
discrediting it. In their mind everyone is cattle and therefore there is no ranking into
cattle - here is where their Communism applies. On the other hand, in their inner
structure, they practice excessive order so that they keep going. Because
communism never got nobody nowhere.

Social rank, spiritual rank, financial rank, legal rank, knowledge rank, all of these
things exist, they are meaningful, and this is how life goes forward, through a chain
of people advancing themselves and helping other people, in an ever going forward
movement.

Mental communism coined in fake xian mantras like "Only God can Judge Me" are
just things the goyim tell themselves in order to feel great about the fact that they
do not recognize nothing above them but themselves, even that which is proven
and really to be above them. This mentality leads one to damnation through lack of
finding meaningful relation with other beings which are both higher and lower, in the
hierarchical form of the cosmos.

Likewise, this mentality of excessive egotism that is blind to itself, is transferred
here sometimes [this was a frequent phenomenon in the past] where every retard
wanted to push things without being evaluated for nothing, and invoked, in the
similar spirit of the xians above, a line seldom related to this at all, which is
"Mediation". In fact, people who do these things, are only putting themselves in the
position of the mediator, themselves. This is why most of the time the Clergy stop
this, because it's problematic.

In Satanism there is no "Only God Can Judge Me". This mentality ruins civilization,
human relationships, and in general makes the world a bio-hazard by creating total
destruction of any concept of justice or observance by other beings. You do not see
people doing crimes, and saying to court "Only God Can Judge Me" and getting
away with it.



We are being actively looked upon by other people and our Gods at the same time.
For this reason we have to be conscious of both of these things and respect this
fact. This is so that we grow and beings grow through this way both in real life and
everywhere else, these are things mandated by natural life and existence. The
standards between Gods and ourselves are also quite interwoven, but the Gods
can see a lot more than we can.

We are not communists. We are not anarchists. Above all, we are not xians, nor
followers of the alien program of Judaism.

We follow instead the Eternal Dharma of the Gods.
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